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FAQ 59
(September 26, 2007)

59.1
Q:

I found your chapter on Man Ray and the Marquis de Sade
fascinating. Did Man Ray or any of the other surrealists ever
mention your father as a friend in their writings?
Thank you.
I have mentioned Man Ray’s connections and linkage to my father in several
previous FAQs. Suggest you review those. I will here add some updated material
prepared by authors, Mark Nelson and Sarah Hudson Bayliss which can be
found at their website: http://exquisitecorpsebook.blogspot.com/
This material updates information originally published in their book, Exquisite
Corpse: Surrealism and the Black Dahlia Murder.
Below are links to three downloadable PDF documents prepared by Mark
Nelson. They are: 1) Man Ray/George Hodel connections, 2) George
Hodel/Surgical Experience and 3) George Hodel/DA transcript discussing
surrealism.

This downloadable PDF documents the
relationship between Man Ray and George Hodel
Man Ray / George Hodel
This downloadable PDF documents
George Hodel's Surgical Experience
George Hodel / Surgical Experience
This downloadable PDF documents
Hodel discussing his own surrealist photography
George Hodel / District Attorney Transcript p. 95
For those readers that are interested in learning more about the
Surrealist connections and who and how various prominent people
in both the art and film worlds (see below list prepared by author
Mark Nelson) were directly or circumstantially connected to Dr.
George Hill Hodel, I would refer you to the enlarged map linked
below. At Nelson’s website, the map provides individual bios. (At
that site, click on “View Larger Map” for geographic locations and
individual bios.)
http://exquisitecorpsebook.blogspot.com/
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“WEB OF CONNECTIONS” MAP
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59.2
Q:

I know you suspect Elizabeth Short was slain in your father’s Franklin
House. How close were the other victims to your Hollywood home?
Varying distances that ranged from 1- 10 miles. (See FAQ map for locations)
Gladys Kern was the closest murder victim. Her body was found in a vacant
house just one-mile away. Murder victim Jean Spangler’s discarded purse and
her “Kirk Note” (which LAPD speculated related to her urgent need to have an
abortion) were found even closer, just one-half mile from the Franklin House.
(See chart below)

